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What will you learn from this book?This brain-friendly guide teaches you everything from JavaScript

language fundamentals to advanced topics, including objects, functions, and the browserâ€™s

document object model. You wonâ€™t just be readingâ€”youâ€™ll be playing games, solving

puzzles, pondering mysteries, and interacting with JavaScript in ways you never imagined. And

youâ€™ll write real code, lots of it, so you can start building your own web applications. Prepare to

open your mind as you learn (and nail) key topics including:The inner details of JavaScriptHow

JavaScript works with the browserThe secrets of JavaScript typesUsing arraysThe power of

functionsHow to work with objectsMaking use of prototypesUnderstanding closuresWriting and

testing applicationsWhatâ€™s so special about this book?We think your time is too valuable to

waste struggling with new concepts. Using the latest research in cognitive science and learning

theory to craft a multi-sensory learning experience, Head First JavaScript Programming uses a

visually rich format designed for the way your brain works, not a text-heavy approach that puts you

to sleep. This book replaces Head First JavaScript, which is now out of print.
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         View larger           Telling a story with pictures   In Head First books, we know that pictures and

diagrams help make concepts easier to understand and get them cemented in your mind. Just



about every single page contains illustrations to help explain the core JavaScript concepts so you

don&#039;t just learn them for today, you remember them for the next job interview.       New

programmers, too   Even if you&#039;ve never written a single line of code before, you&#039;ll be

writing programs in no time with Head Hist JavaScript Programming. All you need is a little

experience with HTML and CSS, and you&#039;re good to go. We&#039;ll step you through writing

your first program and before you know it, you&#039;ll be building interactive games.       Really

learn JavaScript   When you&#039;re done reading Head First JavaScript Programming we want

you to deeply understand JavaScript, not just be able to follow some recipes to do a few things. We

don&#039;t shy away from the difficult topics, so you don&#039;t have to either. Our goal is for you

to discover that you really can learn JavaScript, in a way that you can apply to every project and

application you create.
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